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A university with history ………. 

•  A place of useful 
learning  

•  Established in 1796 – 
Anderson’s Institute 

•  Royal Charter 1964 – 
University of 
Strathclyde 

•  Scotland’s 3rd largest 
university  



Adapt or perish? 
•  Universi(es:**

•  are*unique*global*
ins(tu(ons**

•  must*adapt*and*innovate.***

•  must*embrace*their*cultural,*

socioeconomic*and*physical*

se;ng.***

•  must*focus*on*the*individual*

•  must*become*effec(ve*
partners*for*global*

development.**
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Useful Learning   ! IMPACT 



Levels of Engagement 

University**

Government*

Community/
Civic*Society*

Research*
Collaborators*

Private*Sector**
and*

Development*
Partners*



Engagement with Government 

Receiving(from(Government((

•  Primary*source*of*funding**

–  Sco;sh*Funding*Council*

–  Funding*for:*teaching,*
research,*strategic*and*capital*

development**

Contribu2ng(to(Government((

•  Providing*human*resources*
for*the*country*

•  Research*which*addresses*
specific*in*country*priori(es*
and*needs*

•  Thriving*centres*of*
innova(on*for*economic*
development*

•  Source*of*independent*
advice*



Engagement with Private Sector 

• Shared*projects*in*areas*of*mutual*
interest**

Collabora(ve*
research*

• Expert*objec(ve*advice*Consultancy*

• ThreeQway*projects*Knowledge*Transfer*
Partnerships*

• Listening*to*the*needs*of*industry*Capacity*Building**

• Licensing*if*Intellectual*Property*rights*
to*global*companies*Commericalisa(on**



Research Collaboration 

•  Research and innovation are key to the 
university’s vision  

•  2014 Research Excellence Framework 
– Top 20 in UK 

•  Single and multidisciplinary research 
centres 

•  Global collaborations and international 
engagement  



Community Engagement  

•  Strathclyde Solutions Exchange  
•  University Research Days 
•  Children’s University 
•  Images of Research  
•  Engaging researcher training  
•  Explorathon  
•  Civic and government engagement  



•  Vision 
– advance knowledge and to promote wisdom 

and understanding 
– engage in teaching, research, consultancy, 

public and community engagement  
– make provision for the dissemination, 

promotion and preservation of learning in 
response to the needs of Malawi and global 
trends  

What IMPACT are we looking 
for in UNIMA? 





•  Increasing number of higher and 
research degrees offered in country 

•  Continued development of international 
partnerships and collaborations  

•  Internationally recognised centres, 
research and academics  

•  Increasing research capacity of 
academics 

•  Improving collaboration with government 
and industry 

•  Research dissemination conferences 

UNIMA Successes  

GLOBAL RESEARCH REPORT

Indicators shows that many of South Africa’s most highly-cited papers in this field pertain to climate change and its 
effects on plant propagation. Following this theme, South Africa’s 1.13% share of Geosciences is in keeping with the 
region’s mineral richness. 

In short, Africa, as was noted above, is a continent abundant in natural resources. The question, of course, is how 
much does Africa itself benefit from those resources?

RESEARCH AND ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY IN AFRICA
Absolute volume of published papers is one indicator of research activity and — indirectly — of research capacity.  It 
will therefore be obvious that the output of a country reflects how much money is going in to its research system, 
and that is likely to be partly dependent on its general economy.  Bigger countries with a larger economy should be 
producing more papers, if they invest at the same level as smaller countries.  However, land area and population 
density vary a great deal.  We have compared publications with Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for each country, 
reasoning that proportionate investment in the knowledge economy is a good index of a government’s commitment 
to maximize the longer term benefit of resource development and exploitation for the general wealth of its people.

MAPS OF GDP AND OUTPUT

The leading countries by output (Figure 2) are South Africa, 
Egypt, Nigeria, Tunisia, Algeria and Kenya.  Four of these are also 
leading countries in terms of GDP (Figure 3) (South Africa, Egypt, 
Nigeria and Algeria) while Kenya and Tunisia fall in the second 
GDP tier.  Indexing output against GDP (Figure 4) provides further 
interpretation.  Zimbabwe is relatively the most productive country 
but this is anomalous because it retains its legacy research base 
despite a collapsing economy and very low current GDP.  The real 
leaders are Tunisia and Malawi with very different economic bases 
but strong relative productivity in both cases.  South Africa, Kenya 
and Egypt all have significant relative productivity, as do a number 
of other countries in East Africa (Ethiopia, Uganda, Tanzania) and 
West Africa. (Cameroon, Ghana).

It is clear, however, that despite Nigeria’s high volume output it is 
not returning as much research as would be expected given the 
size of its economy.  The value of its resources is not yet being felt 
in its knowledge base.  In fact, the same research productivity 
gap between resources and investment applies to several other 
countries.  This is an area where Africa is not yet benefitting from 
the best use of its own natural resources.
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FIGURE 4: Output / GDP by country

Source: Web of ScienceSM; Analysis: Wolfram Mathematica® 7
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FIGURE 2: Output by country

Source: Web of ScienceSM; Analysis: Wolfram Mathematica® 7 Source: Web of ScienceSM; Analysis: Wolfram Mathematica® 7
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Challenges 

•  Developing internationally recognised research 
centres which achieve impact 

•  Resources and facilities  
•  Coordinating research with national and international 

agendas 
•  Ensuring real collaboration with partners 
•  Developing effective knowledge exchange 
•  Global engagement  
•  Lack of confidence from policy makers and industry  
•  Individualism 



Way forward for UNIMA as 
a global leader in academia 
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Issues to consider…… 

•  Leading research and innovation in the 
country and region  

•  Expanding collaborative partnerships 

•  Developing effective communication and 
dissemination channels with partners 

•  Building confidence in our products 

•  Building national capacity  




